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Deviant
“Against established criteria of what good design is, embracing what is disliked and considered incorrect, mistakes become virtues, create authenticity and
humanity” (Banks, 2012).

In the field of textile design, this work looks closer into the world of printing and preparation techniques and how mistakes happen. The work confronts today’s
industry by showing how these mistakes could develop into new expressions when fast -fashion is no longer an obligation.

1.2 Keywords
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1.3 Abstract
This work explores the techniques of printing and preparation, in combination with technical mistakes. It aims to show how to use technical mistakes
in different printing and preparation techniques as a design method to find
accidental aesthetic expressions using the stripe as a tool to enhance and
clarify the methods modification.
The method confronts today’s textile industry by showing how these
mistakes could develop into new expressions within textile design when
fast -fashion is no longer an obligation. The stripe is a common shape,
and is explored to clarify the method ans show how different techniques can
change the stripes in various ways.
This resulted in to three pieces each representing a technique; one transfer
printed, one digital printed and one with the starting point in screen print.
They present examples of how more time for developing mistakes in textile
design can lead to development of the common shape of a stripe, broaden
the technical limitations, and give a value to mistakes in the textile industry.
By taking the method further more mistakes could be developed, and how
to produce the developed designs in the industry could be investigated.
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Rebellious design

2.1 Introduction

Designing in a rebellion way has many different approaches. With rebellion
design the disliked in the design field is embraced and considered correct as a
way of reacting to the trends that are considered appealing.
An example of rebellions in the textile design field is the Ten Swedish Designers
who started their collaboration because of their common frustration about the
textile industry crisis. Instead of trying to sell their patterns to the industry, they
started to create and produce their own textiles. The Ten Swedish Designers
stood out by challenging the aesthetic expression in patterns and their for were
rebellious at that time. As other rebellions their expression later on became
trendy, and is new considered the expression of Swedish textile design
(Mönsterkraft, 2010).
Similar to The Ten Designers, Katerina Kamprani works provoke and frustrate,
as well as fascinate people. Her work The uncomfortable take everyday objects
and put an absurd twist on them. It is described to be funny, and the only rule
for each item in the project is, no matter how strange it may appear, it must be
usable. Granted, the definition of “usable” is stretched pretty far when it comes
to a wine glass covered in hundreds of tiny spikes (figure 2) (Mcginn, D. 2014).

Figure 2, Katerina Kampari, 2014

A design team that works with critical design is Anthony Dunne and Fiona
Raby. In their project Foragers they describe the issue of how the planet is
running out of food. According to the United Nations we need to produce 70
percent more food in the next 40 years. Still, the overpopulation of the planet
continues, and warning signs are ignores. Proposing a solution, Dunne and
Raby look at evolutionary processes and molecular technologies, and imagine
their work between reality and the impossible (figure 3) (Malpass, 2013). The
effect of their work is an realization of a possible future and a care for making
changes.
By working outside the frame of rules, and enhaning the mistakes, Tom Banks
looks at the effects that can be achieved through rule-breaking in design.
The book Pretty Ugly argues, that while art has long been allowed to be
awkward and ugly, design, which is more functional, has never had this
freedom (2012). By getting that freedom, hopfully mistakes are more allowed
in todays society.

Figure 3, “Foragers” Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby
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Fast fashion
A definition of fast fashion was described in The Value of Fast Fashion: Quick
Response, Enhanced Design, and Strategic Consumer Behavior by Cachon
(2011),
fast fashion system combines quick response production capabilities with enhanced product design capabilities to both design “hot” products that capture the
latest consumer trends and exploit minimal production lead times to match supply
with uncertain demand.

This quote reveal the industries importance of fast fashion, and how limited
the time depends on the trend they are keeping up with. How development of
designs is a low priority.
In Journal of Fashion Marketing and Management: an international journal
Ian M. Taplin (2008) describe the focus on a limited range of and basic shapes
in companies such as Zara, and how they deal with a narrow product range, to
make a faster design development and production (Taplin, I.M. 2008) This leads
to minimal improvements of shapes and designs, just to save money by making
garments that are likely to sell in big masses.
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2.2 Motive and Idea
In the textile industry today everything should go fast “Time is money” is a common expression. What is needed is a realization of the problems with today’s
production speed. What do they miss in the stressed design process and production when the time is the limit? Is it really the best to ignore the mistakes? What
could happen with the aesthetic expression of the textiles if the designer got more time and could develop the textiles by working with the mistakes instead of
against them?
Exploring what is possible in printing and preparation techniques and how an alternative technique will sculpture the artistic expression is the core of this
project. It is about using mistakes in printing an preparation techniques as a method, and does the opposite of what the descriptions say. With a common
expression of a stripe, the change of the techniques will be seen clearer and show how another method in the textile design field could change the result.
The purpose is to explore how technical mistakes can be developed and affect the artistic expression of the finished design,
to show what the industry is missing.
By working with mistakes, new ways of designing could be found by accident and be furthered developed. Without appreciating mistakes unusual expressions
could be hard to find when lock in old habits and traditional ways of working. Breaking up the traditions and the so called right ways of working,
an development of the wrong way could be resulted into a new right way of working. The mistakes could trick the designer to go out of the comfort zone,
and be forced to explore furthered in printing and preparation techniques.
This work placed itself in the gap between rebellious design by working with mistakes, and textile printing techniques. A technical investigation in textile design
and rebellious design has not been seen before, and by making mistakes in the traditional techniques a new method of working within the textile design filed
could been developed and could result in new expression within the stripe. The project has the abillity to open up for furthered investigations in the field,
and hopefully a change in how textiles are made today. The explortion showes the textile industry what they are missing when working within
the frame of fast-fashion.
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2.3 Aim
The aim of this work is to use technical mistakes in different printing and preparation techniques as a
design method to find accidental aesthetic expressions using the stripe as a tool to enhance and clarify
the methods modification.
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3.1 Design Method
Printing the “perfect” stripe

In this project the stripe plays a big part; as the pattern that will be used over all,
a pattern that will clarify the change in the method, and a pattern that will bring
all the pieces together to make more of a collection (figure 4).
Below explanations of how to print perfect in the chosen methods and shapes
are described.
The stripe is chosen because of its clear and recognisable expression. The stripes
and its meaning are explained in the book Patternity, a new way of seeing.
A stripe is a perfect form, a balance between positive and negative spaces that
should look the same in texture and sharpness over all (2015). When printing
the perfect stripe this perfection must be considered when choosing technique,
so the stripe remain a fine and sharp expression. It is clear when something has
changed in a stripe. When does a stripe stop being a stripe?- is a question that is
considered interesting in this project, and are going to be investigated.

Figure 4, Patternary, a new way of seeing, 2015

The basic definition of printing is to transfer a design or pattern to a surface,
mark a surface/ garment with a coloured design or pattern (Oxford Dictionaries). In printing and dying it is important to make textiles that can be washed,
that are solid, and are fast and cheap to produce. The common way of printing
is to use a viscous paste, and if the colour starts dripp through the frame the
paste is too thin (Hurtig, 1976). It could give the print an accidental expression,
which is not considered appealing.
Digital printing techniques started as small scale procurement for niche market
products, and have developed dramatic during the 5 past years, and can now
produce for commercial prints. Some digital printers needs to have a prepared
fabric of cellulose to get the pigments to stick, when transfer printing only
can be made on synthetic fibres (Tyler, 2005). When digital printing the data
is made in the computer and the input of data is not depending on size, nor
does it need to repeat, because the data is drawn from a computer file that is, in
principle, unrestricted. There for the facilities are great and could be developed
(Tyler, 2005).
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Transfer printing is a subgroup within the digital print techniques that can
only be used to print synthetic fabrics in natural state (figure 5). Other material
could be used, but are in need of a coating to make the print stay. The technique
minimizes the use of water and only leaves waste of paper, which can often be
recycled.
The procedure of transfer printing consist two main steps; the printing of inks
onto paper and the transaction of the pattern on the paper ta o fabric using a
heat press. When exposed to heat, the polyester swells and allows the pigments
in gaseous form to leave the paper and find a new bonding site. When the
synthetic material is cooled down, the pigment molecules are locked inside
of the fibres (Tyler, 2005). To maintain a perfect stripe in transfer printing the
stripe should be consistent, and the fabric needs to be flat when attaching the
paper before going into the heat press.
This project relies on an exploration of printing and preparation methods. To
fully explore and gain an understanding of the different printing and
preparation techniques the development and sketching has to be done in the
practical (Koskinen, 2011). Until samples on the right and the wrong technique
and stripe have been tried the potential expression and how to combine the
different techniques cannot be seen. How to reach an accidental aestetic
expression in the printing and preparation techniques could only be discovered
in the practical testes. Individual decisions considering colours, patterns, material and combinations of techniques are made in perspective to the expressions,
colours or technical limitations in the chosen techniques.

Figure 5 process of transfer printing, author’s photo
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Nacho Carbonell talks about designing with mistakes in the book Pretty Ugly.
Carbonell describe his works as big mistakes, meaning that all the mistakes
happening in the design process add to the projects when they need to, and if
the mistakes are good by it selves it would turn into a new project. Carbonell
states that process is everything, and mistakes are a core in the process and the
finished design (2012).
Ink in art has been seen many times before, most in typography. How to use
words and different fonts to make art with ink is has been investigated by the
artists Jonas Hegi and Samuel Weidmann. They have worked with the fond
“Kiosk Grotesk” to create posters with an artistic expression (figure 6). This rare
fond are a result of process analysis to illustrate different moods. (2012, page
92) Using ink in combination with textiles are common in the ordinary way
of digital printing with for example reactive colours in digital printing. But an
investigation by a textile designer on screen-printing with calligraphy ink has
not been found in this research.

Figure 6, Kiosk Grotesk, 2012
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The method of making something
unperfect
This projects core is the method of making something unperfect. By focusing on the
mistakes as a method to find new and innovative accidental aesthetic expressions and to
question the fast textile industry the unperfect could end up “perfect” or “right” in the
end.
Making samples of the right way according to the educational book,
and finding mistakes that could take this project further by developing them.
By evaluate the founded mistakes the development of a few samples can be made to
find alternative techniques. When the techniques have been further developed, pattern
will be made with the intention to enhance the technique, and then be tried in big scale
before printing the final pieces. The focus should be on the rule-breaking in the
techniques, to be deviant and to get an understanding of why the mistakes are
important.
Noch Carbonell works in similar method when designing. In an interview for the book
Pretty Ugly he describes his working process:
I said many times that my work is just a big mistake, meaning that all these “mistakes” is good by itself it would turn into the development of a new project. Process
is everything. Process is the steering wheel of the vehicle we drive (Gestalten, 2012,
s.120).
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Limitations:
The environmental impact will not be considered in this project. An investigation in how to weave or knit differently
to get another result in the project will not be done instead.
The materials being used are cellulose based materials, silk and polyester. Wool or smart textiles will not be used
because of the time limitation. Limitation in colors are to only use black, and work with how the black could be
transformed in the process. When working with patterns the shape is limited to be a stripe and changing it with the
mistakes in the method. The limitation is to let the techniques lead to colors and shapes in the end result.
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3.2 Development and design rationale
Pre-study

During a pre-study the investigation had focus on printing and dying
techniques, and finding interesting ways of printing and dying in the wrong
way. The starting point was to upgrade a greater knowledge in chosen printing
techniques by making them in the right way, and later when masters them,
continue by making every mistake founded. The techniques that has been
explored is screen-printing, eco-printing, transfer printing, digital printing,
reserve printing, burn-out, pleating, space dye, dye.
The importance of documentation and writing about the samples become
clear when working. After trying out every chosen technique and every found
mistake an evaluation could be made. Every piece where marked with the color
green, yellow or pink, depending on how interesting they were in a technical
mater. Green represented interesting, yellow pretty interesting and pink not
interesting to continue to develop. The ones that were considered interesting
where the ones that had a clear difference from how the technique looks in the
right way.

Figure 7, wrong reserv print, author’s photo

Figure 8, wrong burn-out, author’s photo

Figure 9, reserv print in wrong way combined
with pigment print, author’s photo

Figure 10, screen-print in wrong way, author’s photo
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For example screen-printing with too loose paste like ink, that also where in
contact with water before fixating (figure 11) compared to original
screen-printing (figure x12), where consider green. The pieces with eco-printing
(figure 13) where consider pink because of its lack of mistakes in the field of
eco-printing. Eco-printing is a technique that often is used for hobby purposes,
and has already been made in many different ways, and are hard to give
other expressions.
Mistakes in space-dying became more of a way of controlling which parts that
where going to be space-dyed rather that changing the expression (figure 14).
In reserve printing the textiles outcome where aesthetic appealing both in the
right and the wrong way, but the mistakes and the right samples where too
similar. The difference where within how intense the reserve where, which
considered less interesting in this project (figure 7 and 9). All pieces where
evaluated, and the pieces I wanted to continue to develop was screen-printing
with ink (figure 16), transfer printing (figure 17 and 20) and digital printing
(figure 18 and 19). These ones were choose because of their clear different
expression compared to the right way in the same technique. How the mistake
gives a technique an accidental aestetic expression, and showing a rational
change to the expression of the technique is the interesting aspect.

Figure 11, printing with ink, author’s photo

Figure 12, printing with pigment colours, author’s photo

Figure 13, eco-printing, author’s photo

Figure 14, space dye in the wrong way, author’s photo

In the end of the pre-study I realised that dying did not fit in this project, and
that mistakes in different preparation techniques and printing where a more
correct description of the technique the project where within.
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Figure 15, dripping dispersions ink on paper
before transferprinting, author’s photo

Figure 16, screen-printed ink, reacted to water,
cotton, author’s photo

Figure 17, transfer print with folded fabric,
author’s photo

Figure 18, digitalprint dipped in water
before fixating, author’s photo

Figure 19, digitalprint with screen-printed
preparation, author’s photo

Figure 20, transfer print with folded paper,
author’s photo
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Development of the concept

When developing the concept for the designs a few thing where set to
consist the same in all technical development, not depending on technique.
The concept and the idea of the project has it starting point in the technical
mistakes, and the development of them. Since the technical change could be
hard to understand when only the end result is showing in a exhibition,
the clarity of the change plays a big part in this project. Meaning that all the
decisions in the development of the techniques are decided after how it will
affect the technical mistake and its clarity. When deciding shape, colour and
which sample to further developed, the ones with the most clear technical
effect will be chosen.
Depending on how the technical mistakes is developing with focus on the
techniques maximum change and clearness, the pieces expression could end up
not match each other like an aesthetic collection should do.
Therefor the project should not aim for an aesthetic collection, the importance
is located in how the techniques has been developed, but with a common
starting point in shape and colours (figure 21 and 22).

Figure 21, trying to make it to a aestetic collection,
author’s photo

The stripe is chosen because of its clear and recognisable expression and its
simplicity. With a common expression of a stripe, the change of the techniques
will be seen clearer and not disturbed by unusual patterns. In some of the
techniques other patterns have been tested, but the stripe always had the most
clear and distinct way of showing the technical mistakes, there for the stripe has
been chosen to be represented in all the techniques, and bind the starting point
together.
When deciding on a colour that could enhance the change black was the
obvious decision. When printing with different black inks other colours lies
within, this can be showed when using the colour in unusual ways.
The different technical mistakes could therefor result in different colours.

Figure 22, colour collection, author’s photo
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Transfer-pleating
The interest in folding in the transfer printer came from an idea of combining
transfer-printing with pleating. When pleating in the transfer press the pattern
changes depending on the fold and the density of the fabric.

Wrinkles in heat press

In the pre-study the transfer-printing was explored in two ways; by folding
the transfer-paper (figure 23 and 24) and by folding the fabric before printing
(figure 25-28). When folding the paper the print got a wrinkled print with less
attached pigments, but by folding the fabric the pigments stock well and the
print changed angles, which considered more interesting.

Figure 23, wrinkled paper, author’s photo

Figure 24, printed with wrinkled paper, author’s photo

The stripe

The continuing with folding the fabric led me to start working with the stripe.
The stripe is a simple shape that clearly shows direction. When changing these
directions the stripe become something else, and the mistake in the technique
gets more clear and visible. The stripe becomes a tool to convey the change in
different pieces by the mistakes in the techniques.

Exploring materials

When exploring material for transfer printing the focus have been on which
polyester or polyamide fabric that allows the most pigments getting through the
layers. The first test is on polyester (figure 26), which did not let the pigment
go thru, the folded parts says white instead of printed as wanted. By trying thin
polyamide the result get a light print in the folded part (figure 25).

Figure 25, transfer print on poliamide, author’s Figure 26, transfer print on polyester, author’s
photo
photo

In screen-printing the frames are made out of a polyamide fabric which is made
for letting pigments thru. The test with this polyester fabric has a great amount
of pigments in both the flat and the folded parts (figure 27). The screen-frame
fabrics are either colored or white, which is not optimal for the expression that
is wanted in the piece. By testing a polyester fabric with low thread count, the
prints pigments got through the layer of fabric, and had the see-through that is
wanted for optimizing the effect of change in the piece (figure 28).

Figure 27, transfer print on screen-frame
fabric, author’s photo

Figure 28, transfer print on polyester,
author’s photo
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How to fold

When making pleats in combination with transfer printing the stripes changes
depending on how the fold is made (figure 29). Seen in figure 1 the fabric is
folded from the sides, making the strips change in how their space is between
each other, and merges together (figure 30). By folding from the bottom the
stripe does not change as much as wanted, only small wrinkles came up (figure
31). In figure number 3 the pleats has been made from the sides of the bottom,
making the stripe change direction (figure 32). By folding from every side of the
bottom (figure 33) the pleats crosses each other and get messy.
Number 3 is considered most interesting to keep developing to make in bigger
scale because of it change of direction and it clear way of showing how the
technique changes the stripes natural straight form.

Figure 29, showing different ways of folding, authors photo

Figure 30, folding 1, author’s photo

Figure 31, folding 2, author’s photo

Figure 32, folding 3, author’s photo

Figure 33, folding 4, author’s photo
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Developing the chosen fold
When folding from the sides different expressions could be found depending on
where the folds starts, how often the folds repeats and from which side the folds
goes plays a factor.
When only folding from the bottom and from one side the print get an even
zig-zack pattern but only in the bottom of the fabric, which could be something
that not is wanted when making bigger scale (figure 34).
If folding from the both sides from the bottom the pattern will change direction
in the middle. The pattern are still only places in the bottom of the fabric (figure
35).
If folding from one side, with spaces between the folds all over the fabric, the
stripe will look like another repeated pattern, with the zig-zack effect on smaller
parts (figure 36).
By trying folding from the both sides at with an even space between the folds
all over the fabric, the fold creates a grid with stripes in-between, with parts of
the pattern inside the grid (figure 37). Inside the folds the stripe does not shine
thru as well as the other examples and the grid pattern are too clear and could
take over the stripe and the change of it, and the effect of the mistake could be
forgotten.

Figure 34, folding from one side of the bottom, author’s photo

Figure 35, folding from both sides of the
bottom, author’s photo

Figure 36, folding from one side all over the
fabric, author’s photo

Figure 37, folding from both side all over the
fabric, author’s photo

The fold from the side with spaces between the folds (figure 36) was chosen
because of its change of the stripe and the pattern that is created. This changes
the expression and enhances the change in the technique. The expression is far
from the techniques ordinary expression, and are there for considered new and
innovative.
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Printing in bigger scale

When printing the transfer-pleating in bigger scale the process is almost the
same as small scaled samples.
The folding is made in the same way, except from the space between the folds
are bigger and the folds needs to be pinned down to not move around.
The transfer heater is bigger for the bigger pieces of fabric, but the principle is
the same (figure 38).
To avoid the edges to fridge they are glued in place instead of sewed down.
The material is stiff and hard to sew, there for the glue was an easier and nicer
solution.

Figure 38 folding in bigger scale, author’s photo
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Digital printing
The digital printing is developed furthered because of its way of changing
colours depending on the preparation and the treatment before fixating. By
playing with the preparation or water spill original expressions could be found.

Mistakes by spill water and printing the preparation

During the pre-study the digital printed testes could be divided in to two
groups of mistakes; water spill before fixating and mistakes in the preparation.
When spilling water on a digital printed fabric before preparation the print is
going to be deformed and the water can float out or leave coloured water drops
(figure 39). The mistakes in the preparation has its ground in how the reactive
pigments still sticks on the non-prepared parts but in lighter colours (figure 40).
This means that if the preparation is made with a screen-frame leaving parts
without preparation, these places are still going to get colour, but in a different
hue.
By trying to combine the two mistakes in one piece the expression could be
maximized, but when evaluate them the mistakes with the preparation seems
strong in it selves, and are more interesting to develop by it selves in this project
(figure 41).

Figure 39, dripped water before preparating,
authors photo

Figure 40, screen-printed coating,
authors photo

Figure 41, screen-printed preparation, dripped
water before preparating, authors photo

Figure 42, digital printed pattern, authors
photo

Testing colours

By testing the colour’s ability to stick to the fabric with and without preparation
the technique could be furthered developed and explored. The basic is that the
coloured pigments stick less on the non-prepared parts, which means that if the
pigment are yellow, the non-prepared parts are going to be light yellow (figure
43-45). Colours like black or grey that is made with colours pigments, not only
black pigments, are leaving the dominant colour on the non-prepared parts.
If the black has more blue pigments, the non-prepared part is going to be blue
(figure 46-48).
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Figure 43, digital printing in the right way, authors photo

Figure 44, digital printing with un even preparation,
authors photo

Figure 45, digital printing with printed preparation,
authors photo

Figure 46, digital printing, quickly dipped in water before
fixating, authors photo

Figure 47, digital printing dipped in water before fixating,
authors photo

Figure 48, digital printing with pattern dipped in water
before fixating, authors photo
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Pattern

A limitation in this project is to only use the stripe as a pattern to clarify the
outcome of the method (figure 49). In the developed technique of using the
preparation to change the outcome of the digital print, the stripe could be
modified. There for a preparation-pattern could be made to cause a change in
the printed stripe. By working in Photoshop three examples of how the end
result could look like depending on the preparation are made (figures 53-55).
They are all based on a striped digital print. The preparation will only change
the colours of the black stripes and not the white, who affect the striped pattern
and change the expression of the result (figures 50-52).
When testing these patterns, a frame for each pattern needs to be made.
Therefor it would be a problem later on when sizing up, if the textile should be
2,5 meters, the preparation should need several frames. Therefor working with
tape should be a faster alternative. The tape should be placed like the purple
pattern, for blocking the preparation, and be removed before digital printing.

Figure 49, pattern for digital printing, authors photo

A problem with both frame and tape came up, because the preparation is a thin
paste, it bleads, meaning the preparation creeps in a bit under the frame and the
tape, making the lines uneven. There for a test of different tapes are necessary.
By testing different tape the bleeding can be controlled as well as the amount
(Figure x). By not having a straight line is a way of making the stripe un-perfect,
and gives a nice contrast to the perfectly strait printed pattern.

Material testes

The colors and their intensity of the colors on the non-prepared surface also
depend on the material it is printed on. By testing different fibers and thickness
of the fabric the choice of fabric will lay within which material collects the most
intense purple pigment on the non-prepared surfaces (figure 56-63). One of the
silk (figure 61) fabric got a darker shade and the quality became rougher on the
prepared parts, which is too similar to the black and are not as strong as an
expression in this work. The viscos did not get as intense colors as wanted
(figure 56, 60). The cotton is there for chosen to continue with because of its
intensity in color, and shade (figure 58). By testing different cotton qualities
and thicknesses the absolute best fabric could be chosen for the technique to
enhance the change in the clearest way (figure 58, 59, 62, 63). The testes showed
that the mercerized cotton had the clearest shade.

Figure 50, preparation pattern 1,
authors photo

Figure 51, preparation pattern 2,
authors photo

Figure 52, preparation pattern 3,
authors photo
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Figure 53, preparation 1 and digtal print pattern
merged, author’s photo

Figure 54, preparation 2 and digtal print pattern
merged, author’s photo

Figure 55, preparation 3 and digtal print pattern
merged, author’s photo
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Figure 56, viscos, author’s photo

Figure 57, silk, author’s photo

Figure 58, mercerized cotton, author’s photo

Figure 59, thin cotton, author’s photo

Figure 60, viscos, author’s photo

Figure 61, silk, author’s photo

Figure 62, cotton, author’s photo

Figure 63, cotton, author’s photo
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Printing in big scale

When printing the digital print in big scale some things needs to be
considered to get the style that is wanted (figure 64).
The testes that have been made are prepared directly on the printing
table, without plastic under the fabric. When printing in big scale the
preparation can make pigments from earlier prints colour the fabric,
even if the table seems clean. Plastic is there for a necessery when
printing in bigger scale.
The frame used when preparing can also leak at the sides, meaning that
too much preparation could go thru the frame at some parts.
If the table has plastic on it, and the frame has tape on the sides the print
can be made correctly, if not other technical mistakes happens.

Figure 64, the wanted expression, author’s photo
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Ink
In the pre-study the try-outs where made out of two different Inks; one black
ink with only black pigments, and another black ink with coloured pigments
(figure 65 and 66). Their differences are only seen when the ink is in contact
with water; the ink with black pigments get a lighter black shade, and the
coloured pigments get a blue and yellow shade. The decision was to only
continue developing the ink with coloured pigments because of the amount of
various shadings of colours and reaction to different fibres. The expression was
further away form the original expression in screen-printing.

Exploring different material

The ink’s colours flows out and react differently depending on the fabric’s fibre;
therefor tests on different fibres should be made to find out which fibre can
collaborate with the ink in the most prefilling way (figure 67-74) . The viscose/
silk fabric collect a great amount of pigments making the blue and yellow
pigments splits in a prefilling way. The velvet on the fabric also enhance the
depth of the black pigments, and are decided to be further developed
(figure 72).

Figure 65, ink black pigments, authors photo

Treatments

Different before- and after-treatments could also be aspects that distort the
expression. Ordinary ink which not have a purpose to interact with textiles may
not have the characteristics of being able to be fixated, in contact with other
pastes, heated or be washed. Testes of this shows that the blue pigment has a
stronger binding to the material than the yellow, there for the samples that has
been washed only have the blue pigments left (Figure 74). The same thing
happens if the sample has been in the heat oven for fixation and washed
afterwards; the pigment is not fixated (figure 73). Samples that are in contact
with heat from an iron after drying directly reacts to the heat and get partly a
burned brown color (figure 70). The treatments effects the expression, but not
in a prefilling way for the clarity of the technique, and is chosen not to continue
with.

Figure 66, ink coloured pigments, authors photo
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Figure 67, cotton, authors photo

Figure 68, polyester, authors photo

Figure 69, cotton, coating befor print, authors
photo

Figure 70, viscos/ silk- velvet with coating B21,
washed, reacted to iron. Authors photo

Figure 71, cotton, authors photo

Figure 72, viscos/ silk- velvet, authors photo

Figure 73, silk with coating B21, washed, authors Figure 74, cotton, washed, authors photo
photo
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Testing other inks

The ink that has been used so far is an ink made for writing, filling to pens and
sketching with. By testing other inks the investigation will be deeper, and the
expression could be developed.
I choose to try left-over reactive pigments from the digital print. The paste is
almost black, and might react to water, soda or heat. By testing to prepare parts
of a fabric, spilled water on part, and add soda to other parts, the pigments
could react after fixating and washing (figure 75-81). Combining the ink with
burn-out is also something that should be tried. By weaving a sample of cotton,
polyester with a fading from 100% cotton to 50% cotton (warp) and 50% polyester (weft) to get the change in the burn-out, and combine it with the reactive
colours.(figure 76) The colours react the best to dripping soda, the colours
separates the best and get the strongest shade.
This ink has great potential of development but is not considered as interesting
as the other ink. The reactive ink is made for printing on fabric, when
comparing it to a ink that are not made for fabric which seems more
fascinating. Despite the nice effect of the reactive pigments, the paste is not
really used as black color, and could be considered more purple than black in its
natural state, which goes against the limitations of the project.

Figure 75, preparation and printed ink,
authors photo

Figure 76, cotton/ polyester, soda before ink,
authors photo

Figure 77, printed ink with spilled soda,
authors photo

Figure 78, panited ink with spilled soda,
authors photo
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Figure 79, painted ink with spilled soda, authors photo

Figure 80, , painted ink with spilled soda, authors photo

Figure 81, printed ink with spilled soda, authors photo
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Developing pattern

The idea was to make a pattern that could be screen-printed on silk/ viscos with
ink, and dripped water on parts. A pattern that should be integrating with the
stripe, but does not need to be the same as the transfer printed. By testing other
patterns than the stripe, the pattern that is the most suitable for the ink could be
found.
When testing rorschach the idea is to get a connection with the ink and how it
has been used over time (82). A problem with rorschach is that the print easily
gets floated out when screen-printing with such loose paste. The pattern needs
to be easy and easy to receive.
By making easy shapes the half circle and the stripe was considered the best
for this kind of printing, these shapes are not depending on sharp edges to be
recognized. The stripe is a common shape in the project and could connect the
ink-piece with the other pieces, and is considered good for the ink technique as
well. When printing and dripping water on the stripe a shape was found in how
the water was placed on the stripe (figure 83, 84). By changing the stripe the
method gets clearer; the stripe is a simple shape and are easy to recognize, and
easy to see the change in. By using this method the stripe changes because of
the method of making mistakes, and develops into another pattern in the end.

Figure 82, rorschach with ink, authors photo

Figure 83, spilled water on striped ink, authors photoFigure 84, spilled water no ink twig, authors photo
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Horizontal or vertical stipes

When starting to print the stripes and making patterns with the dripping water,
the result got different depending on if the stripe where on the horizontal or
vertical direction. The horizontal stripe float out more in the vertical direction
(figure 85), the vertical stripes float out more in the horizontal direction (figure
86). The horizontal stripe got a more accidental aestetic expression with its wide
range of coloured transitions and a uncontrolled width in vertical direction.
The pattern was more pecific which makes the change furthered away from an
ordinary stipe.

Figure 85, horizontal pattern, authors photo

Figure 86, vertical pattern, authors photo
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Printing in big scale

When printing the ink piece in big scale, the stripes is painted by hand for practical reasons. It could be printed with a screen-frame, but the amount of ink is
less when painting, and the stripes can be controlled better.
By making marks for where the stripes should be places the straightness of the
stripes can be controlled. When painting with the ink two stripes where made at
the same time, so the water drops can be dried before printing the next two, just
to be shore that nothing can be defect (figure 67, 68).
When dripping the water the drips are placed in the gap from the row a bow, to
get an even flow all over the fabric and to avoid accidentally drip to close to the
ones already made.
The colors change from blue to blue, yellow and purple during the drying. If the
fabric would be washed afterwards, the blue pigments would be the only ones
remaining, so no washing or after treatment will be made.
Figure 67, printing the ink and dripping water, author’s photo

Figure 68, printing the ink and dripping water, author’s photo
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4.1 Result

Sketch of final pieces (figure 69)

Figure 69, sketch of finished pieces, author’s photo
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Result transfer-pleating
Printed transfer paper with stripe, heat pressed with a folded polyamide fabric
that causes the stripe to change.
The pigments go thru three layers of fabric and leaves different hues on the
layers.
The pattern and the folds create a three-dimensional effect that could be seen in
different ways depending on the viewer’s movements. The strict pattern of the
stripe in combination with the folds and angles creates a new aesthetic expression within transfer printing (figure 70-72).

Figure 70, close up of finished transfer-pleated piece, photo by Jan Berg
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Figure 71, close up of finished transfer-pleated piece, photo by Jan Berg

Figure 72, finished transfer-pleated piece, photo by Jan Berg
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Result digtal printing
Digitalprint on mercerized cotton with reactive pigments.
A printed preparation with a pattern that cause the digital printed stripe to
change in colour and expression (figure 73-75).
The purple colour are the part without preparation, printed with black that leavs
a hue of purple when not sticking to the fabric as it does with preparation.

Figure 73, close up of digital printed finished piece, photo by Jan Berg
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Figure 74, close up of digital printed finished piece, photo by Jan Berg

Figure 75, digital printed finished piece, photo by Jan Berg
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Ink

Printed ink on Viscose/ silk- velvet that reacts to water.
Screen printed stripes with Ink, dripped water who creates a new form of the
striped pattern.
The black reacts to the water making the colors in the pigment separate and
create hues of colors. Every drop is different, but together they create an even
pattern all over the fabric (figure 76-78).

Figure 76, close up of finished ink piece, photo by Jan Berg
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Figure 77, close up of finished ink piece, photo By Jan Berg

Figure 78, finished ink piece, photo by Jan Berg
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4.2 Presentation
The result of this work is a method of designing within the textile design field
with a starting point in technical mistakes, and develop them into new
expressions in patterns. My final pieces are 3 different examples of how this
could look when working with the black and white stripe in 3 different printing
techniques; Transfer printing, digital printing, and screen printing.
When presenting the final fabrics it could be seen as beautyful pieces, without
the startingpoint in a method or exploration. To present the method and give
the observer an understanding for the process, samples of how the fabric would
look if only working in the correct way is important to show.
By presenting the project with focus on the method and developed techniques
the importance of the project is showed, and the comment to the textil industry
could be understod. With this the importance of the project is in focus, and the
full potential could be seen.
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4.3 Conclution and Discussion
The potential of this work lies within the method of enhancing mistakes and
showing how more time in the designing process and time for developing
mistakes can bring design to a new level, and end up in more original designs
when fast-fashion is no longer an obligation. By making the project about the
technical mistakes and development of new methods the result has an impact
on the growth of the textile design field.
The aim of this work was to use technical mistakes in different printing and
preparation techniques as a design method to find accidental aesthetic
expressions using the stripe as a tool to enhance and clarify the methods
modification. By working with this aim as a guide line the project had a great
focus on the technical mistakes and accidental expressions, and excluded the
making of an easthetic collection or exploring other patterns than the stripe.
By only focusing on techniques and the stipe as a pattern, the change in the
method and the development of the accidental aesthetic expression could be
seen clearer.
If not working with the limitations of only working with the traditional black
and white stripe in a common width (2 cm) the expression could be completely
different. By working with these limitations the project had a clear and narrow
path and there for got easy to control and work within. If the project would be
further developed after the degree-work, the size of the stipe and working with
other forms would be considerd.
Even though different sizes within the stipe have not been investigated, the
expression founded by changing the common stripe has change the aesthetic
expression of what a stipe is. The result is challenging a striped expression in
three different ways, by breaking up part of the stripe or making the stripe more
organic. The result is no longer a striped pattern; it is new patterns more or less
within the striped filed.

Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby’s project Foragers want to give a realization
of a possible future and an understanding of today’s problems (Malpass, 2013).
Much like the Foragers; this project aims to give an understanding of the issue
of fast-fashion and give an realization of a possible future with more time in the
design
process.
By using references in the field of rebellious design as well as technical printing
A new filed was explored in textile design. By exploring mistakes in the field
of rebellious design, the further investion have led to new eastetic expressions
within the textile design field.
Even though relating to an industrial context the project was largely carried out
in artistic freedom, much as The Swedish Designers at their time.
By not workin within the industrial frames new and developed expressions that
the industry had miss out on could be found (Mönsterkraft, 2010).
The method presented in this project might not be able to automatically
translate to a larger production, but if using the method as a sketching tool the
easthetic expressions could be found in the sketching-phase, and printed in
larger production thru digital printing the founded pattern.
The new techniques that have been founded would be interesting to continue
working with and developing into working in larger scale production, but the
importance of the investigation is that the time in the design process and the
development of mistakes should be in focus and not forgotten in the larger
production.
This investigation points important aspects of the textile industry and will
hopefully give inspiration for further development of mistakes in the textile
design field.

Rules are made for breaking, so why not praise the mistakes and see where it
takes you?
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